The dorsal area of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) constructs the salience network associated with the anterior insular cortex. Conventional brain imaging studies, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have demonstrated that relational memory formation occurs in the ACC. However, how such memory is encoded and retrieved remains unknown due to limited time resolution of conventional fMRI. This study aimed to investigate temporal dynamics of the dorsal ACC (dACC) during word-pair tasks based on a newly developed event-related deep brain activity (ER-DBA) method using occipital electroencephalogram (EEG) signal powers. The method assesses dACC activity at a temporal resolution of approximately 0.3 s beyond the conventional resolution limit. We found that transient deactivation of dACC during the presentation of the second word of each pair was essential for encoding success regardless of whether the words were related or unrelated. We also found that memory accuracy was not affected by the intervention of inter-trials until the recall trial. Taken together, these findings suggest that dACC deactivation for encoding success is accompanied with short-term potentiation essential for durability of memory. We further found that false memory formation associated with the presentation of word pairs was occasionally committed. In such cases, dACC exhibited a similar transient deactivation although false memory commission was independent of related or unrelated conditions. Our findings suggest that encoding and retrieval of associates are paralleled and that simultaneous production of associates seems to be an essential strategy for successful relational memory formation. The study was limited to the assessment of dACC activity and did not account for other regional brain activities or receptor regulation related to short-term potentiation. We detected fast behavior of dACC during relational memory formation
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Introduction
Traditionally, memory functions were believed to be regulated by the hippocampus and the medial temporal lobe (MTL) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Previous studies have investigated the mechanisms of memory formation and found that the MTL was deactivated during encoding and activated during recall [5] [6] .
The deactivation of MTL during encoding is counter-intuitive as the hippocampus plays a primary role in durable memory formation. The hippocampus may, therefore, be dissociable from the network related to MTL [7] including the default-mode network (DMN), comprising of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the posterior cingulate cortex, the retrosplenial cortex, the inferior parietal lobule, and the hippocampus. The hippocampus can remain activated during durable memory formation independently of the behaviors of DMN. Despite such dissociation, encoding and recall processes are thought to be spatially [8] and temporally [9] integrated [3] . While considering durable memory formation in daily life, memory and attention are not dissociable brain functions [10] [11] [12] , and the ventral parietal cortex regulates these two brain processes [13] [14] [15] . Recent studies have highlighted the importance of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in causing cognitive and memory dysfunctions in dementia [16] [17] [18] .
Clinical evidence demonstrating that semantic-dementia patients maintain intact episodic memory despite severe atrophy of the hippocampus contradicts theoretical frameworks relying on MTL functions [19] [20] . Such clinical evidence has triggered the emergence of theories relying on large-scale networks associated with cognitive control rather than on MTL functions. These large-scale networks include the salience network (SN), central executive network (CEN) [21] [22] , and the Papez circuit [23] . Novel theoretical frameworks are needed to bridge the boundaries between memory and cognitive processing [12] [24] .
A candidate novel framework could be based on the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) that has been hypothesized to contribute to the consolidation of recent and remote memories associated with information transferred from the hippocampus [25] [26] [27] in animal models [28] . The ACC (particularly the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; dACC) is related to attention control and forms SN with the anterior insular cortex and regulates CEN and DMN while responding to external events [29] - [34] . Memory and attention may therefore overlap in Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science dACC.
We hypothesized that dACC is directly related to durable memory formation and that its temporal activity reflects encoding and recall processes during memory formation, assuming that the two memory processes are temporally dissociable. We tested this hypothesis by investigating dACC functions during durable memory formation. The activity of dACC was assessed with a noninvasive technique using occipital electroencephalogram (EEG) alpha-2 (10 -13 Hz) power defined as a deep brain activity (DBA) index [35] [36] . Past studies have focused on identifying regions associated with occipital alpha power [37] [38] [39] and found that regions are dependent on the frequency range of the power fluctuation [40] . A higher component (≥0.04 Hz) primarily reflects activity of dACC while a slow component (≤0.04 Hz) reflects activity of the region surrounding the upper brainstem and involving the monoaminergic neural systems [40] . We extended this technique to develop an event-related paradigm with trial-by-trial measurements. We used temporal traces with typical time windows of only a few seconds to evaluate dACC activity. Temporal resolution was estimated at below a few hundreds of milliseconds thereby accounting for the frequency range of alpha-2. The temporal resolution was suitable for our study despite the temporal limitations imposed by the conventional event-related fMRI paradigm [41] .
We used word-pair tasks in our experiment. Word-pair tasks are associated with relational memory [3] that is consolidated in CEN [42] [43] whereas relational processing is originally undertaken in the hippocampus [44] [45] . Dynamic behaviors of dACC could, therefore, reflect relational memory formation during word-pair tasks.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were recruited from Kobe University. Twelve healthy volunteers (six males and six females) from the ages of 27 to 44 (mean = 32; standard deviation, SD = 5.3) with no historical records of hearing impairment and psychiatric diseases participated in the study. They provided written informed consent in accordance with the protocol approved by the ethical committee of Kobe University Graduate School of Health Sciences (No. 529). All subjects were therapists with similar higher-education levels.
Word-Pair Tasks
We adopted two word-pair lists for the word-pair tasks. The lists included 30 commonly used and semantically related (i.e., lion versus tiger) or unrelated (i.e., snake versus bread) Japanese nouns. A total of 60 pairs were used in this study. The nouns were extracted from the standard verbal paired-associate learning test (S-PA) with permission of the Japan Society for Higher Brain Dysfunction [46] . The experimental procedure consisted of two sessions using the two word-pair lists (Figure 1(A) ). Each session included 30 trials that were composed of encoding, retention, and recall phases. In accordance with the protocol of the S-PA, the session using the related word-pair list was conducted first and the session using the unrelated word-pair list was conducted second. The subjects knew in advance which list was to be used for the coming session. The order of the word pairs did not change among subjects. The memory test was replicated with the two word-pair lists. Each word-pair was auditorily presented to subjects in a trial with an average duration of 6.5 s. The duration of each trial was randomized in the range of 6 -7 s and included substantial inter-trial intervals of a few seconds. The duration of the encoding phase was approximately 3.5 min. Following the encoding phase, the recall phase started at an interval of 3 min. The sequence of events for the recall phase was similar to that of the encoding phase. An equivalent duration of 3.5 min was assigned for promoting the recall phase. Each session was completed in 10 min. As the intermittent interval between the two sessions was several minutes, the total experimental period per subject was approximately 25 min. The sequence of events in a trial is depicted in Figure 1 (B) for the encoding and recall phases. In the encoding phase, the paired words were auditorily presented to the subjects by using digital data recorded with a voice recorder by a native speaker.
The word pairs W1 and W2 were sequentially presented after the event markers S1 and S2, respectively. The two event markers were separated by 2 s. The interval between the onset of the word presentation and the event marker was approximately 500 ms. At the event markers, beep sounds with frequencies of 1000
Hz were presented to the subjects as prior stimulation to maintain attention. The word pairs (W1-W2) were presented only once. In the encoding phase, the subjects were asked to remember word pairs to induce a delayed recall.
After the encoding session, a recall test started within a few minutes. Such prompt recall test was promoted to distinct encoding failure from exponential decrease of memory accuracy. In the recall phase, the subjects were given the first word (W1) and then asked to orally state the target word (W2) upon presentation of the speech cue (S2). The interval between S1 and S2 was 2 s. The subjects were prevented from ignoring the speech cue in silence (i.e., they were asked to say "Forget" if they had forgotten the target word). The subjects' responses were recorded on a voice recorder for behavioral analyses. The order of the word pairs varied among the task phases but did not change among subjects.
EEG Recordings
Scalp EEG signals were recorded from Ag/AgCl electrodes aligned in accordance with the international 10 -20 system. The recording was conducted under the eye-open condition using a digital EEG recorder with a sampling frequency of 512 Hz and 24-bit analogue-to-digital converters grounded at the AFZ site of the 10 -10 system. The montage data were generated with references from the mastoid electrodes.
Performance Analyses
Performance on the word-pair tests was assessed using the subjects' responses measured on the voice recorder in the recall phase. The performance assessment was repeated for each trial and all trial responses were grouped into three response groups: high memory accuracy (HA), medium memory accuracy (MA), and low memory accuracy (LA). HA responses were defined as accurately remembering the target word, whereas LA responses were defined as forgetting the target word. HA responses were identified by verifying whether the generated words corresponded with the targets. LA responses were detected by self-assessment by stating "Forget". MA was a discordant response defined as stating a word that differed from the target word. MA was not numerically assessed due to the lack of clear measures for quantitatively evaluating semantic distance between the correct (target) and incorrect (falsely generated) words.
Semantic similarity between the false word and target was assessed with multiple experimenters to control for inter-judge reliability. When the false word was similar to the first word of the pair (W1), the false trial was labeled as MA (W1).
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We similarly defined MA (W2) for the incorrect word similar to W2. Inadequate responses in the recall phase such as missing speech cues, regarded as commission error (CE), were excluded from performance analyses.
EEG Data Analyses
In our word-pair tasks, words were sequentially presented according to the trial-by-trial design that presented word pairs separated by only 2 s (Figure 1 ). Direct comparison across trials was needed for investigating the dynamic behaviors of dACC specific to encoding success or failure. However, conventional event-related fMRI paradigms were unsuitable for this purpose due to a limited time resolution >1 s.
We developed an ER-DBA method with a time resolution of approximately 300 ms to investigate task-oriented activities of deep brain structures for cognitive studies, including dACC and upper brainstem [47] . We adopted this method for our study and details are described below. The activities of the deep brain structures including dACC and upper brainstem can be numerically eva- 
Statistical Analysis
Significant Memory Accuracy and Error Incidence
Behavioral responses were grouped into performance categories for all subjects.
To investigate the effects of lexical similarity on relational memory formation, paired t-tests were performed to detect differences in memory accuracy and CE incidence between related and unrelated pairs. To determine whether the false W1 and W2 responses were similar, paired t-tests were performed between the two MA groups. We further investigated how the presented words affected memory accuracy. Statistical analyses using paired t-tests were performed between the MA (W1) and MA (W2) groups.
Evaluation of Statistical Reliability for the ER-DBA Traces
The baseline of the ER-DBA was used to assess whether dACC was activated or deactivated. Statistical significance for the assessment was numerically evaluated with the standard error of the mean (SE). The statistical evaluation was conducted for every trace accompanied by a shaded area corresponding to 1.96 SE to show significant activation or deactivation at a significance level of 0.05.
Deactivations regarded as dips in ER-DBA traces were characterized by depth and duration. Depth was assessed by the bottom of the traces. Width was numerically evaluated using the full width at half maximum (FWHM).
Results
Behavioral Performance Data
Memory performance was evaluated using recorded speech data and represented by task scores across subjects ( Table 1 ). The performance assessment was performed with category codes as HA, LA, MA, MA (W1), MA (W2), and CE, according to the criteria as described in Materials and Methods.
Numerical analyses on behavioral performance data revealed that related word pairs had much higher HA response incidence than unrelated pairs (p < 0.01; Figure 3 On the other hand, we also found a total discordant response feature depicted by MA-All responses with much higher (p < 0.05) incidence for unrelated pairs than those for related pairs (Figure 3(C) ). We further examined details of the discordant response feature with MA (W1) and MA (W2) responses. A significant difference (p < 0.01) was detected between MA (W1) and MA (W2) for related pairs (Figure 3(D) ). Although no significant difference (p = 0.065) was detected for unrelated pairs, the corresponding effect size was not negligible (Cohens'd = 0.90) (Figure 3(E) ). Such differences in MA responses were due to the much decreased incidence of MA (W2) responses for related pairs. False words that differed from the target word were regarded as discordant responses denoted by MA (medium memory accuracy). We obtained 17 MA responses for the related condition and 31 for the unrelated condition among the 12 subjects. Table 2 lists the results of the semantic analysis along with the false words and corresponding word pairs for W1 and W2.
To ascertain the robustness of the initial encoded memory, we examined the HA response (remembered) rate versus the number of inter-trials (∆N) involved in the retention period until later recall (Figure 4(A) ). The results showed that (Figure 4(B) ). As shown in each inset panels, these dips were characterized by depth and duration, while the depth was assessed by the bottom of the traces during the W2 presentation. The width was numerically evaluated by using FWHM. Figure 6 shows the ER-DBA traces for recall with respect to behavioral performance as classified for encoding. The traces were also locked to the trial onset signal (S1). The probe word (W1) was presented posterior to the onset signal in an interval of around 500 ms. The speech cue (S2) was delay by 2 s from the onset signal (S1). When the speech cue arrived, the subjects randomly spoke, but they provided right answers or the forgetting sign. The traces exhibited significant deactivation during probe word (W1) presentation for almost all performances including HA (related: p < 0.05), HA (unrelated: p < 0.05), MA (related: p < 0.05), and MA (unrelated: p < 0.05). LA (unrelated) also provided significant deactivation (p < 0.05), whereas only LA (related) showed no significance.
Event-Related (ER) DBA Results
We further characterized deactivations (dips) on ER-DBA traces for HA and MA responses during encoding and recall phases. We found that the widths and depths were narrower and deeper, respectively, for MA than those for HA responses. As shown in Figure 7 (A), the differences helped distinguish the HA and MA groups in terms of width vs depth plots by an appropriate boundary, which is represented by a dotted line. Such differences indicate that MA responses provide stronger and quicker deactivations than HA responses, whereas the statisitical evidence was weak (p < 0.05 for depth and no significance was found in terms of width) (Figure 7 (B) and Figure 7 (C)).
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the temporal dynamics of dACC during word-pair tasks. Using a novel ER-DBA method with high temporal resolution compared with conventional imaging methods, we identified mechanisms underpinning relational memory formation.
Critical Behavior of dACC during Encoding for Memory Formation
From the ER-DBA results in the encoding phase ( Figure 5 ), we found that correct 
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responses marked as HA were associated with significant deactivation of dACC during presentation of the second word (W2) as target in late recall independently of the task condition (related or unrelated). In contrast, incorrect responses marked as LA did not show any significant deactivation. Responses stating false words and marked as MA showed dACC deactivation patterns similar to those of correct responses. These results suggest that successful relational memory formation including imperfect memory (MA) is predicted by deactivation of dACC in the encoding phase. We also found from the behavior performance results that memory was stable at least in the experimental period, avoiding any influence of inter-trial intervention from encoding until recall (Figure 4(B) ). We hypothesize that deactivation of dACC is associated with synaptic plasticity essential for non-volatile memory storage. Previous studies have revealed the role of the ACC in forming immediate, recent, and remote memories. For recent and remote memories, the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) is considered to be essential for memory durability accompanied with synaptic plasticity because activated NMDARs contribute to memory stabilization by increasing the number of alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate (AMPA) receptors [48] [49] . Pharmacological studies have revealed that ACC deactivation is essential for NMDAR-activated synaptic plasticity regarded as long-term potentiation [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Further memory consolidation is promoted by c-Fos expression in the ACC that reversely behaves with the NMDAR-activated null mutation of the Ca 2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II induced by ACC activation [55] . Synaptic plasticity can occur even in the formation of short-term memory and the ACC is associated with this process regarded as short-term potentiation (STP) [56] [57] . Similar to NMDAR-activated plasticity, STP requires ACC deactivation during encoding to produce giant action potentials from the hyper-polarized state [58] [59] . The effects of STP on the stabilization of working memory (a function of the CEN regulated by dACC as a node of the SN) have also been demonstrated in animal models [60] . NMDARs play a key role in the formation of all types of memories and dACC deactivation can be considered as an electrophysiological marker of NMDAR activation. The features of the cortical behaviors specific to STP mentioned by previous studies support our hypothesis. Importantly, deactivation occurs in a limited time window (<1 s) at FWHM for encoding ( Figure 5 ), which indicates that dACC is deactivated on demand and synchronized with external stimuli. We consider that such synchronous dACC behavior is a function of SN.
Paralleled Encoding and Retrieving Processes for Relational Memory Formation
From the results associated with MA responses stating false words semantically associated with the target in the late recall session (Table 2) , we hypothesized that the false words had originated from simultaneous retrieval during encoding.
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We found that dACC was deactivated during the presentation of the second word (W2) in the encoding phase ( Figure 5 ). In a previous study [47] we reported similar dACC deactivation during the generation of verbs semantically similar to presented nouns and concluded that dACC deactivation promotes target-oriented cognitive control by limiting null impulses incoming to dACC.
Taken together, these findings suggest that parallel encoding and retrieval of associates are promoted for relational memory formation.
Various types of parallel information processes in memory formation have been reported, including integration of dissociable functional processes based on compartmentalization [61] [62] [63] and parallel phonological encoding and semantic processing [64] . Parallel information processes also include parallel activation for encoding and late retrieval in different regions associated with the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex [8] . However, parallelisms of encoding and recall have remained unclear. We considered how the parallel recall of associates affects encoding success in a word network model ( Figure 8) . The model depicts a word cluster comprising associates for each word that are allocated according to semantic distance [65] . The area of overlap bridges the two words of interest and a relationship is formed between them. As semantic distance decreases, the bridge more tightly binds the words and corresponding relational memory becomes more robust. Parallel retrieval of associates during encoding is therefore beneficial for relational memory formation. Such dACC manners can be attributed to cost-effective strategy of human brain including economic decision-making paradigms [66] [67].
Importantly, it was suggested that a series of cognitive processes associated with relational memory formation was completed in a short time window corresponding to the narrow FWHM duration of dACC deactivation of <1 s. Our recent study found that dACC deactivation was correlated with upper brainstem activity associated with the monoaminergic neural systems at the ventral tegmental area [47] . Taken together, these findings provide an insight that cognitive processing associated with relational memory formation can be supported by Figure 8 . A word network model for relational memory formation between two words (W1 and W2). The words to be memorized are associated by parallel retrieval during encoding. In this model, these associates are allocated in proximity to each other, thereby constructing a word cluster. As semantic distance between two words decreases, between-cluster distance decreases, promoting relational memory formation. [68] and may further provide benefits of avoiding excitotoxicity [69] ; however, future studies are required to provide biochemical evidence for this claim.
Instruction Effects
We further examined differences on the ER-DBA traces between related and unrelated pairs in encoding. dACC was deactivated during the presentation of the first word (W1) for related pairs while no deactivation was observed for unrelated pairs. Deactivation for the related condition cannot be explained by the model with parallel retrieval benefits (Figure 8 ) because the related condition is considered to impose light cognitive load compared to the unrelated condition.
We propose that deactivation for related pairs is attributable to an instruction effect. According to a previous study on human learning [70] , instruction effects constitute a strategy for engaging requirements for best effort while saving costs.
In our study, the effect was attributed to proactive behaviors of the subjects to retrieve words associated with the first word (W1). Since subjects were instructed in advance about whether presented pairs were related or unrelated, such proactive retrieval was beneficial for related pairs. On the other hand, the strategy was inactivated for the unrelated condition because subjects knew that associates were unrelated to the second word and word retrieval would be futile.
We suggest that such a strategy can also be attributed to economic decision-making as a function of dACC activation.
Memory Dysfunction Mechanisms Predicted by Dynamics of dACC
We elicited that the deactivation of dACC, associated with hyperpolarization for generating giant depolarizing potentials, was essential for encoding success in relational memory formation. According to our recent study [47] , such dACC deactivation is correlated with the activity of the upper brainstem including the monoaminergic neural systems in the ventral tegmental areas. Hence, a possible factor of memory dysfunction can be the decline of monoaminergic neural activities in such deep-brain structures [71] [72].
Another factor is the age-related impairment [73] of GABAergic neural systems in dACC essential for hyperpolarization [74] . The impairment in such neural systems causes cognitive impairment [75] , including amnesia in early stages, but continuous decline may modify the property of NMDA receptors as cytotoxic rather than protective [76] .
For both cases, an insufficient deactivation of dACC is considered to be effective neurophysiological markers for detecting memory dysfunction in various diseases with memory dysfunction.
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To discuss memory dysfunction, we also have to mention excessive deactivation of dACC. As shown in Figure 7 , strong deactivations degraded memory accuracy by increasing discordant responses with erroneously memorized words regarded as MA responses. This indicated that successful memory formation may be constructed by preventing unnecessary engrams during encoding and that excessive deactivation may limit such corrective functions. This claim is supported by some clinical experiences such as delusion in schizophrenia [77] and related pharmacological behavioral modulations using NMDAR antagonists accompanied with the compensation of dopaminergic system activations [78] .
Unresolved Issues
The ER-DBA method is limited to dACC and reports no information on other brain areas, including the hippocampus and posterior cingulate cortex that are associated with the Papez circuit. These areas are thought to contribute to memory formation based on neural plasticity similar to that occurring in STP. However, relationships between dACC and other Papez-associated areas remain unclear. Future studies should conduct simultaneous EEG and fMRI measurements to explore the mechanisms underpinning relational memory formation.
This study was also limited to an electrophysiological investigation so direct measurement of NMDA effects using positron-emission tomography tracers [79] [80] is necessary to confirm our claims.
The findings of obtained in this study will contribute in eliciting neural mechanisms involved in memory impairment in various diseases typically including dementia, which has become a world-wide issue owing to its incredibly increasing prevalence in the last few decades [81] . However, this study was limited to investigations performed on healthy young subjects with no memory impairment. Future clinical studies with cooperation from high-risk patients with progression to Alzheimer's disease will further contribute to the findings of this study [82] .
Conclusion
We investigated dynamic behaviors of dACC during word-pair tasks using a novel event-related deep brain activity (ER-DBA) method to uncover underlying mechanisms of relational memory formation. Our findings suggest that temporal deactivation of dACC is essential for successful encoding and recall of relational memory. Although retention from encoding until later recall was very short, initially encoded memories were robust, independent of intervention of other trials. This suggests that encoding was supported by short-term neural plasticity in a short time window of a few 100 ms provided by the deactivation dip. Such dACC dynamics in relational memory formation, which was detected for the first time by event-related deep brain activity method beyond the temporal limitation of conventional event-related fMRI methods, will be expected to not only contribute to eliciting whole mechanisms of durable memories but also 
